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Abstract

Published Policy paper is a documented official claims and disclaimers
which narrates the parameters of a specific course of action to achieve
the  desired  objective  in  a  respective  field.  The  prospective  (ex-ante)
policy analysis is a occupied field of public functionaries especially in
the  third  world  countries  like  Pakistan,  but  retrospective  (ex-post)
analysis is an open field for the policy analyst and researcher .It is a kind
of evaluation of a desired and operationalized structural functioning of a
specific  public  sector,  for  a  systemized  optimal  utilization  in  a
concerned system. It tells how and why about a success or a failure with
respect to a stated policy goal and helps to improve the future paths for
the tangible good governance.  The following comparative study deals
with  the  documented  judicial  policies  of  four  countries,  which  are
U.S.A.,  U.K.,  India  and  Pakistan  with  respect  to  concerned  judicial
systems and power of judicial review regarding the governance issuesi.
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1.1: Policy Rationales of National Judicial Policy of Pakistan [NJP]:

National Judicial Policy, 2009-2010ii has an existential logic to solve the
problems of Institutions of Judiciary in Pakistan. The frame work of the
National Judicial Policy based on following parameters.iii
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 Design = ‘Will - sonian /Authority model.’
 Ethics = ‘Consequentialism (Agent relativity).’
 Utility = ‘Welfare-ism.’
 Rationale = ‘Equality & Equity / Law &Order.’
 Nature =’ Re-active, Need Based.’
 Mode = ‘Top down.’
 Premise = ‘Tangible Incentive.’
 Appraisal criteria = ‘Distortion, Common sense.’

1.1.1: Policy Review of NJP

The Honorable Chief Justice of Pakistaniv gave a stress on dispensation
of justice to all people without any discrimination and urged the Judges
to decide the cases in a free, fair and impartial manner, without being
influenced by any authority.  He said that justice must not only be done
but seen to be done, that the trial proceedings must be in accordance
with the laid down procedural law and rules by giving opportunity to
litigant parties and members of the Bar to produce evidence and argue
the cases.  Justice must not be sacrificed at alter of expeditious disposal.
Hence the goal of the national judicial policy of Pakistan is “Justice at
the gross root level. Whereas it’s vision is “zero tolerance for corruption
in judiciary” through a moto of ‘independence of judiciary’.  The key
features of the National Judicial Policy are as followings;

 Strengthening the independence of  the  judiciary by its  separation
from  the  executive  and  ridding  the  courts  of  the  menace  of
corruption.

 Presenting a clean and positive image of judiciary.
 Reduce, and ultimately eliminate, backlog at the level of superior as

well as subordinate courts. 
 Fix time frame for disposal of civil and criminal cases. 
 With  respect  of  independence  of  judiciary,  it  has  been  made

mandatory for serving and retired judges not to accept any lucrative
executive and administrative post, beyond the domain of judiciary.

 For  a  just  and  equitable  civil  society,  courts  should  promote
alternative dispute resolution mechanism and discourage undue and
coercive  litigation. Whereas the  following  policy  directives  are
guiding principles of the National of Judicial Policy. 
 The Policy is an attempt to streamline the judicial system in the

country
 Make it responsive to the present-day requirements of society.
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 The objective is to clear the huge backlog that has accumulated
over the years at all level of judicial hierarchy.

 To  adopt  Practical  implementation  of  alternate  dispute
resolution has been encouraged

 Special  emphasis  for  tangible  rule  of  law  to  achieve  good
governance.

 Practical separation of Judiciary from executive positions. 

The  main  problem  areas  which  are  faced  by  the  judicial  system  of
Pakistan are “the Increase in litigation, Inadequate infrastructure, Poorly
budgetary allocation by the state (less than 1% federal, provincial budget
allocation),  huge  Back  log  and  delays,  Extremely  less  human  and
material  resources  to  meet  speedy justice  e.g.  “in Punjab an average
judicial officer has to deal with cause list of 1668 cases per day.’

The Excessive police power and police role, Fundamental human rights
can  easily  be  over  ruled  when  confronted  with  so  called  National
security,  law  and  order  (e.g.  missing  person  cases),  Private  wrong
(TORT)  is  practically  less  applicable  as  compared  to  Public  wrong
(crime). Punitive justice prevails instead of remedial justice.
Distrust  between  police  investigation  and  Judicial  inquiries  exists
because,  because   police  prosecution  branch  is  under  the  control  of
Inspector General of Police/ Home Department( an executive branch of
government under the ruling party influence but on the other hand the
trial court is under the concerned high courts) ,this dichotomy creates a
matrix in the delivery of justice . Arbitrary Justice especially in the cases
of bail  matters prevails with the manipulation of bar association, Iron
triangle  of  Judges,  lawyers  and  parties,  Lack  of  meritocracy,
incompatibility of social activism and judicial activism leads to the poor
law and order situation.

Prevailing conservative model of legalism, Poorly trained law officers,
lawyers  and ineffective outdated legal  education,  financial  as well  as
moral  corruption  (the  use  of  authority  for  the  personal  gains)  and
absence of jury system has transformed our judicial branch in to a semi
executive branch,  this  semi-  executive transitional  tilt  had turned the
dispensation  of  justice  in  to  the  dyslexia  of  politics  of  judicial
bureaucracy.

The major cause of the vulnerabilities of judicial policy is “The Nexuses
between Judges, lawyers and parties” which is more powerful than the
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basic unit of dispensation of Justice the “Civil judge/judicial magistrate”
and it is remain unnoticed in the given Policy
  
The national policy 2009-2010 is a well-documented piece of literature
but it is mainly reactive. It is based on conservative model of legalism in
which Judicial system is working in a Will-Sonian / authority design. It
is nothing to do with social activism as well as capacity building and
tangible  incentives  policy designs.  National  Judicial  Policy is  mainly
focusing  on  elimination  of  corruption,  incidents  of  inefficiency  and
delays injustice. Which is a direct outcome of an outdated conservative
judicial system victimized by the monopoly and corrosion of other main
system and  sub  system of  the  Pakistani  society?  Never  the  less  the
procedure  of  Judicial  Activism is  present  in  our  Judicial  System but
practically  due  to  the  doctrine  of  political  question  and  doctrine  of
reasonable doubt as well as the inefficiency and corruption of the Bench.
This dynamic (Judicial activism) concept has no utility in our political
system.

The national  Judicial  Policy is  neglecting the role of sub divisional  /
district / provincial Bar Associations. The Judicial system of any country
can’t be entirely based upon courts and benches. One has to look upon
the role  and maturity of  Bars.  There is  no doubt  that  Pakistan has  a
functional  system for the training,  management and administration of
Judges.  But  the  Bar  councils  have  no  plausible  system  of  training,
management  and  administration  of  lawyers.  Especially  the  young
lawyers are prone to the monopoly, abetment, corrosion and nepotism of
the established law chambers and law firms.  Para -legal entities have
their own agendas of power politics, influencing the politics of the bar
rooms for the accomplishment of specific stakes of the ruling elites.

Therefore, the structural attempts to inject an alien legal mechanism, no
matter  how efficient  and  effective  it  is  in  its  own  canvas,  in  to  our
indigenous legal system would be a futile exercise. Since Pakistan has
already a complex matrix of legal  systemv.  As it  has a legacy of the
common laws, traditions of the Islamic laws and precedents of centuries
old  local  laws.  By  having  this  legal  chaos,   one   cannot  achieve
cognizance  model  of  legalism  in  Pakistan  without  due  and  proper
training of young lawyers and eliminating the monopoly / corruption of
district bar councils, influenced by the stakes of the non-legal entities of
our elite system of politics and administration.  
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Exo-Judicial  

Politics of Bar 
Associations

NONLEGAL PRESSURE GROUPS

So  for  compatible  pluralism  in  Pakistan  study  emphasizes  on  a
confluence of social activism and judicial activism by socio-economic
grass  root  development  and  democratic  maturity.   Therefore  Judicial
Activism at gross root level as well as on provincial and federal level is
a Judicial Power in Actions but as it is clear by the review of National
Judicial  Policy  that  the  said  power  has  itself  become  the  victim  of
different socio political and religious confusions and had proved to be a
weak entity, so for the strength of Judicial Power, it requires a politically
mature egalitarian environment.vi

The Iron Triangle for Delays, Corruption, and Inefficiency in 
Judicial System of Pakistan Figure: 1.1

In this triangle judges represent the specific community of the bench
with  a  specific  ‘Exo-Judicial’  mid  set.  It  means  that  not  only  the
institution but also their perception about themselves is more inclined
toward an executive mind set.  Under such mindset  they usually keep
themselves  aloof  from the real  misery of  litigants  and only resort  to
prescribed rules and regulations    On the one hand the stated vision of
National Judicial Policy 2009-10 is “A year for focus on justice at the
grass  root  level.” But  on  other  hand  the  dispensation  tool  for  the
delivery  of  the  justice  at  the  grass  root  level  known  as  civil
judge/judicial  magistrate is  highly unsatisfied due to the poor service
structure,  monopoly  and  coercion  of  lower  echelon  of  police  and
revenue department. 

The power full litigant/defendant wants to take time for the status- quo
and they use delaying tact’s and they often use paralegal staff for their
vested interest in the form of changes of bribes to the readers of judges.
So the paralegal staff of lawyers and the clerical staff of judges have
their own politics. Lawyers especially the young lawyers are usually the
victims of the politics of the bar association and bar councils. The game
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begins when a young law graduate joins a senior advocate as trainee.
The  senior  advocate  then  started  using  these  trainees  as  their  power
showoff tools. The more the trainees are in one chamber the more that
specific  chamber  has  prestige  and  position  in  Bar  Councils  politics.
Therefore Delay of a case is in the self-interest of  the lawyers  because
by this way they would be engaged by the litigants for a longer period of
time .This monopoly has its own economic and social benefits for the
lower  and  upper  echelon  of  the  bar  and  bench  of  legal  system  of
Pakistanvii. 

1.1.2: Follow- Up Analysis of NJP
 
 National Judicial Policy 2009-10 has completely ignored the role of Bar
Councils and Bar Associations. Ironically every legal entity has to deal
with  the  powerful,  political  motivated  Bar  Associations  and  Bar
Councils,  but  their  de-facto  role  and  position  has  been  denied  in
National Judicial Policy. Never the less the district bar councils, being
the  major  stakeholders  and  clients  have  great  reservations  about  the
implementation  of  NJP,  they  perceive  that  the  NJP  have  major
incompatibilities  with  the  ground  realities  of  the  socio  political  and
economic conditions of Pakistan. In their point of view the obsession of
speedy justice would create a trickledown effect of  rush justice crush
justice, resulting in to a possible judicial chaos, because of the poor and
inefficient judicial infrastructure, especially in the Lower Courts of the
peripheral rural areas of Pakistan.
 
There is also a technical ground on which   lawyers are not satisfied and
that is the formation of commissions to boost up the process of quick
disposal  of  the cases.  It  consists  of  a panel  of  junior lawyers though
theoretically by the mutual consent of opponent councils and bench, but
practically up to the discretion of the judges. In lieu of the slogan of
speedy justice in NJP, judges form a commission to record evidences in
the  civil  litigations  to  save  the  human and material  resources  of  the
courts.  Senior lawyers and bar councils are not comfortable with this
transitional step they rather prefer the traditional way of recording the
evidences by the bench. In short as a whole the bar and bench of lower
courts had not been accommodated and considered in the rationalization
of the ‘visionary speedy justice at grass root level’.
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1.1.3: The Power of Judicial Review in the Light of Judicial Policy

It has been acknowledged in NJP that constitutionalism can enhance the
good  governance  and  socio  economic  growth  and  developmentviii.
Therefore the only available tool for the tangible constitutionalism is the
power  of  judicial  review in all  the  written constitution of  the  world.
Special  directives  induced  to  decide  quickly  and effectively  the  writ
petitions regarding judicial review. Judges has been asked not to accept
the  lucrative  executive  posts  for  the  practical  implementation  of
separation of powers as well as they are advised to curb the corruption
for a clean image of judiciary which will  be a beacon for the nation
building process. 

1.1.4:  The  vulnerabilities  of  Judicial  Review  in  public  policy
implementation with respect of NJP    

 NJP has failed to break supra iron triangle of  corruption and
delay.

 In sufficient funds and material resources are big hurdles for the
implementations of the legalism and NJP is unable to identify
the feeding sources therefore Judiciary is highly dependent on
the executive branch of the government for the judicial budget. 

 Blind  dependency  on  the  secondary  legislation  regarding  the
public policy implementation e.g.   on page 22, paragraph  no
15, complaint regarding police have been believed to fall in the
domain  of  federal/  district  public  safety  commissions  but  in
facts  no  such  commission  is  practically  established  and
operationlized up till now. 

 It  has  categorically  mentioned  in  the  NJP  to  efficiently  and
effectively  decide  the  trade  commerce  and investment  but  in
practice Supreme Court  is  not  able to influence on fiscal  and
monetary policy of the government.

  The issue of corruption and delays/back log within the judicial
system is on one hand had been over magnified in the NJP but
on other hand it has not resolved tangibly. 

 There  is  no  practical  solution  to  deal  with  the  issue  of  the
corruption/misuse of public exchequer in the NJP.

 There is a bias between the model of the NJP and the current
socio economic and political system of Pakistan; tools are not
clearly defined for a pragmatic judicial review in the side policy.
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1.2: NATIONAL LITIGATION POLICY (NLP) OF INDIAix

1.2.1: POLICY FRAMEWORK

 Design = ‘Capacity Building.’
 Ethics = ‘Sum Ranking ’
 Utility = ‘Public Acceptance Rule Consequentialism.’ 
 Rationale = ‘Constitutionalism.’
 Nature = ‘Re-active, Want based.’
 Mode = ‘Participatory.’
 Premise = ‘Good Governance.’
 Appraisal criteria = ‘Tractability& Relevancy.’

1.2.2: THE POLICY ANALYSIS

The  national  litigation  policy  of  India  has  been  announced  by  the
honorable  Union  Minister  of  law  and  justice  in  2009  and  central
government wants that all the state government should toe the lines of
this documented National Litigation Policy of India. In this policy, the
role of the government as a responsible and efficient litigant has been
magnified.  Policy makers had acknowledged that  state can sue or  be
sued,  if  there  is  a  misuse  of  the  authority  or  any  demise  of  basic
fundamental rights given to all the individuals on the bases of the equity
and equality.    

The policy is pro-active and promising the sustainable good governance
in  the  country,  for  this  reason  the  role  of  the  government  and  its
functionaries as a party has been clearly projected and mentioned in the
said policy. Though the problems and in efficiency has been identified,
but there is strict adherence to the philosophy that “let the court decide”.
Policy  has  acknowledged  that  all  the  members  of  the  society  are
virtually the stakeholders of dispensation of justice. In the reference of
the policy, the good quality of justice is the collective responsibility of
the state and society.

“The aim of the policy is to transform government into an efficient and
responsible litigant”. It has been ask to the government to appoint the
“nodal officers” by the head of department of the every executive branch
of the department. The nodal officers would be responsible and answer
able for the administrative actions of their concerned departments and
would plead the cases in the court of law. In this way they will present
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and  defend  the  administrative  legislation  and  actions  of  their
departments in the lieu of judicial review and public utility litigation.

The main objective of this policy is the accountability at various levels.
Optimal utilization of existing material and human resources can only be
possible if there is a great emphasis of the accountability and fair play
not only on the government’s ends but also on all kinds of the litigants.
Delaying tact’s, misrepresentation, misappropriation and coercions at all
levels  has  been  highly  dejected.  Adjournments  which  are  the  main
causes of the delays and backlogs have been critically discouraged and
there are clear directives to follow the limitation periods. 

The  major  outcome  of  this  policy  is  to  facilitate  the  public  interest
litigation for the overall advancement and growth of Indian society. For
this  pluralistic  approach  the  input  of  Alternate  Dispute  Resolution
mechanism has been encouraged in the form of Permanent Lok-Adalat
(PLA), which is mainly focusing on public service utilities. 

1.2.3: Judicial Review in The Light Of National Litigation Policy Of
India

Judicial review of administrative actions has been highly encouraged in
the form of the public interest litigation. Government functionaries have
been ordered not to use the tact’s of adjournments and represents their
opinions by the nodal officers for the quick dispensation of justice. For
the good quality of the justice there is an extraordinary emphasis on the
specialized  litigations  when  there  is  a  matter  of  judicial  review  by
keeping  in  mind  all  the  indicators  of  good  governance  and
constitutionalism.  The  policy  is  an  attempt  to  establish  a  cognizance
model  of  legalism in  India.  The  establishment  of  the  permanent  lok
Adalats,  for  the  public  service  utilities  has  relatively  increased  the
tangible  good  governance  especially  in  the  urban  India.x.This
phenomenal approach of the alternative dispute resolution system has
also boost up the trends of public interest litigation with respect to public
policy implementation.  
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1.2.4:  The  vulnerabilities  of  Judicial  Review  in  public  policy
implementation with respect of National Litigation Policy of India

The comparative economic growth of India has dramatically increased
the role  of  Multi-National  Companies  (MNCs),  foreign investors  and
donor agencies in the public policies formation and implementation in
India. Never the less the MNCs are the agents of  change in the socio
economic and cultural  environment  of India  but  this  change has also
increased the monopoly of NMCs in the national scenario .Local laws
and especially the lower courts are not compatible with these economic
inputs.  The  case  study  of  Bhopal  Gas  Tragedyxi motivates  this
argument  ,where  local  courts  were  not  able  to  compel  an  American
company, based in the Bhopal (India), to comply with the true remedies
of strict liabilities and to face the  punitive actions for the offence of
criminal negligence and public nuisance .The negative externalities of
the huge foreign investment have relatively increased the vulnerability
of  judicial  control  over  the  administrative  policies  of  MNCs  and  its
diminishing impacts on the Indian civic life This problem has not been
identified in the NLP of India.
   
1.3: The Guide to Judicial Conduct (Judicial Policy) Of
United Kingdomxii

The following points give the frame work of the British judicial policy,

 Design = ‘Symbolic  and Hortatory’  
 Ethics = ‘Fair Play, Integrity.’
 Utility = ‘Welfare-ism & Deontological.’
 Rationale = ‘Customs/ traditions’
 Nature = ‘Pre-active.’
 Mode = ‘Top Down / Procedural.’
 Premise = ‘Rule of Law, Transparency.’
 Appraisal criteria = ‘Structural integrity and Accessibility.

1.3.1:  The Policy Analysis

These  guiding  principals  have  been  drafted  by  a  working  group  of
judges  specially  authorized  by  the  judges  council  under  the
chairmanship of lord justice published in June 2006 and have reviewed
in March 2008. This policy is based on six core values. 

 Judicial independence
 Impartiality 
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 Integrity
 Propriety, sense of belonging
 Equality 
  Competence 

This  policy  existing  in  a  country  where  socio  political  maturity  is
compatible  with  the  sustainable  economic  growth,  in  this  kind  of
competitive environment the emphasis of policy is on the transparency,
integrity of the judicial institution and rule of law. The adoption of the
core values has increase the confidence of the masses over the institution
of  judiciary.  Being  the  mother  country  of  common  law  the  British
judiciary feels the responsibility that its judgments and conducts have a
vital impact on the judicial institutions of other common laws countries.
The  traditions  of  impartiality  and  transparency  adopted  by  British
judiciary have a moral obligation to follow by the Indo- Pak judiciary as
well. 

The  goal  of  “the  guide  to  judicial  conduct  of  UK”  is  the  judicial
independence and the objective of this policy is the impartiality of the
institution regarding to the judicial conduct. The judicial institution of
UK  is  very  much  conscious  about  its  perception.  It  is  not  as  much
politically motivated to act as a watchdog over the executives and the
legislature rather it wants a rational implementation of rule of law.  

1.3.2: The Business Plan of the Supreme Court of United Kingdom

The mission of  the  Supreme Court  of  the  UK is  to  deliver  effective
administration of Justice and to sustain the rule of law, to maintain the
confidence and independence of the justices are the strategic objectives
of  the  UKSC  business  plan.  It  will  enhance  the  transparency,
accessibility and knowledge about the delivery of the justices and will
create conducive environment for an effective case management system.

Historically  speaking  the  new  born  UKSC  is  an  outcome  of  the
constitutional reforms at 2005 and came in to being on 1st Oct 2009, this
is its first business plan.  The creation of UKSC separates the highest
court of the United Kingdom from the legislator. It is designed not only
to increase the transparency of the judicial process but also clarify the
relationship between Judiciary, government and parliament, so by this
way this is a pragmatic attempt to establish the norm of separation of
power in a country where precedents and traditions have a long history. 
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1.3.3: The Salient Features of UKSC Business Plan

 To make UKSC a transparent and independent institution.
 Transparency in the use of public funding.
 Use of modern technology for a batter quality courts operations
 To increase the importance of separation of power.
 Citizen friendly procedure.
 To provide conducive environment for the judges and judicial

administrative staff
 The  evaluation  and  monetary  approach  has  been  used  in  the

business plan of the UK. 
 Special emphasis for the appropriate relationship with the courts

of  Europe  and  other  common  wealth  countries  for  the
sustainability of the common law heritage.

 Viable  and  conducive  relationship  with  executives  and
parliaments.

1.3.4: Judicial  Review in the Light  of the Guide To The Judicial
Conduct And The Business Plan of U.K.Sc

The judicial review of administrative actions in United Kingdom is the
prerogative  of  the  High  Courts  and  the  Queen’s  Bench  divisions.
However  the  strict  implementation  rule  of  law  and  exemplary  good
administrative system leaves a very thin space for the judicial review of
administration. Therefore judicial review of legislation is alien to this
country  in  the  presence of  supremacy of  the  parliament.  Though the
establishment of the UKSC is an attempt to introduce the separation of
power but rationally speaking this court has rather a conducive working
relationship with the other branches of the executives. So this new born
court has no relevant history and record of the judicial review. The Privy
Council was responsible to make consensus and equilibrium in case of
any  trespass  among  the  define  boundaries  of  charted  public  bodies
before the creation of UKSC. But since the end of 2009 privy council
only responses  to  confer  and  issue  the charters  to  the  public  private
bodies,  philosophically  speaking  the  omnipotence  of  the  British
parliament  has  no  room for  the  tangible  separation  of  power  theory.
Never  the  less  UKSC  is  an  attempt  to  materialize  the  concept  of
separation  of  power  in  England  under  the  wave  of  uni-polar
globalization.   

1.4: The Outline of the United State’s Judicial Systemxiii
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The  following  points  are  the  frame  work  of  the  American  judicial
policy;

 Design = ‘Capacity building.’
 Ethics = ‘Equity’
 Utility  =‘Sum  ranking  &  Rule  Consequentialism  (Agent

neutrality)’                                                             
 Rationale = ‘Separation of Powers’
 Nature = ‘Pro Active’
 Mode = ‘Circulative, Participatory.’ 
 Premise = ‘Good Governance, Remedial Justice.’
 Appraisal criteria = ‘Flexibility, Efficiency, Credibility.’

1.4.1: The Policy Analysis

These outlines of the legal system of United States have been issued by
the  Bureau  of  International  Information  program’s  United  States
department  of  States  in  2004.  A  lengthy  document  reflects  the
determination  of  the  American  Nation  for  its  strict  adherence  to  the
constitutionalism. The American Legal system has many layers because
of the compartmentalization of the Federal and States laws. The judicial
conduct  of  America  is  a  confluence  of  the  statutes  (constitutional
provisions)  and  the  general  principals  of  the  common law  to  insure
consistency  and  predictability.  The  Supreme  courts  and  high  courts
strictly follow the principals of “stare decisis” (precedents). The main
mission of the US judicial policy is to provide the utilitarian equitable
remedies to America population by adopting the role of watch dog over
the legislative and executive’s actions.

The goal of policy is “equal justice under law” and the main objective of
the judicial institution is to bring the utilitarian reforms in the American
society by using  the tool  of  “certiorari”,  a  main category of  judicial
review. ‘The common law is the will of mankind issuing from the life
of the people’, is a motto of the US Department of Justice. The Supreme
Court  of  America  though  is  a  final  arbitrator  but  it  also  facing  the
limitation of the judicial restraint in the form of the doctrine of political
question and doctrine of reasonable doubt, when it is dealing with the
issue like the foreign policy and military invasions etc. Therefore, it is
an established norm in America that Supreme Court is a sole custodian
and interpreter of the constitution, without challenging the wisdom of
legislatures.                                                           
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The outline of us judicial system has categorized the stakeholders in the
judicial business as under

 Litigants.
 Lawyers.
 The courtroom workgroup (combination of judges, prosecutors

and defense attorneys)
The  formation  of  courtroom workgroups  is  a  pragmatic  tool  for  the
negotiation, continuances, plea-bargaining, and exchange of information
and  for  expeditious  disposal  of  a  case.  It  is  a  critical  legal  tool  to
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the American court of law,
by keeping in mind the benefit cost analysis. Rationally speaking it is an
effective tool for the prevention of delays and backlogs.

 The Grand Jury.(a tangible legal pluralism)
 Interest groups in the judicial process (lobbyists and pressure

groups)
 Amicus curiae (technical expert of a specific field ,may express

his/her opinion over a question of law or a fact  in the court
room) 

The  amicus  curiae  brief  is  a  simple  technique,  which  allows interest
groups to be actively involved in a case of public importance,  where
review court may give policy directions over a disputed executive action
or legislation.

There  are  approximately  more  than  950,000.attorney  in  America
according  to  the  estimation,  and  the  U.S  judicial  branch  owns  the
responsibility to provide them a proper job. For this purpose the leading
law firms and law schools are on board ,many law firms are dealing in
the PRO BONO (in the interest of public) matters and young lawyers are
encouraged  to  follow  these  directions  resulting  in  to  a  significant
increase in the public interest litigation which automatically promote the
judicial activism in the governance issues.  

The annual report of U.S. judicial business report 2009 indicates that by
the  induction  of  ‘Bankruptcy  Abuse  Prevention  Act’  and  ‘Consumer
Protection  Act’  the  case  workload  has  dropped  significantly.  This
phenomena shows that a large number of population is mainly concern
with the public utility services .This policy claim states implicitly that
the dispensation of justice at grass root level is a utilitarian approach,
focused on the daily house hold items and necessary for the equilibrium
of the forces of demand and supply of the free marketxiv. 
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The U.S.  Department of justice,  by the help of one of its  substantial
policy  action  ‘the  office  of  justice  program’,  Offers  many  capacity
building  multidimensional  developmental  projects.  Like  financial  as
well  as  technical  assistance  to  the  legal  scholars,  legal  experts,  and
practitioners. States as well as local governments are the beneficiaries of
these grants and soft loans .However high level of transparency is an
integral part of these funding projects through the means of monitoring
and evaluation. The empowerment of the legal community is an ultimate
goal of these activities   .
 It reflects the participatory tilt of DOJ, attempting to authorize the civil
society  to  make  it  compatible  with  the  vibrant  policies  of  justice
department, which gives subsidy to the private and public sector for the
effective dispensation of justice.

1.4.2: The impact of American Judicial Policies

Dynamic  Judicial  policies  have  relatively  greater  impact  on  the
American society; the judiciary has an authoritative and directional role
in  developing  the  American  national  policies.   Restructuring  on  the
national level in the racial equality policy, criminal due process policy
and  abortion  policy  under  the  light  of  judicial  decisions  are  the
significant examples of legalism in America. Unlike the U.K. judiciary,
the U.S. judiciary is not a passive legal organ for the sustainable rule of
law; rather it is an active political stakeholder and pressure group for the
pragmatic augmentation and sustainability of tangible good governance.

1.4.3: Judicial review and the outline of the US judicial system 

The pluralistic role of the interest groups in the form of amicus curiae
brief has magnified the role of private / public think tanks and NGOs in
the judicial business of America.xvThe judicial policy making process  is
the  prerogative  of  these  interest  groups/  think  tanks  and  the  policy
inputs are usually  aimed toward the collective national interest. These
phenomenal  trends  of  U.S.A.  Judicial  Policy  have  a  direct  positive
impact on the judicial review exclusively for the public policy formation
and implementation.  Never  the  less  there  are  some vulnerabilities  of
judicial review like,

 Doctrine of political question.
 Doctrine of reasonable doubt.
 Norm of judicial self-restraint
 Obsession for anti-terrorism laws in the wake of contemporary

‘war against terrorism.’xvi
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 Matrix  of  national  security  and  its  negative  impact  on  due
process of law.xvii

 American military engagements outside the U.S boundariesxviii.
 USA  has  no  uniformed  judicial  policy  at  the  federal  level

because  all  states  are  independent  to  form their  own judicial
policies. However the philosophy of the separation of power is
present in the generic of all the judicial conducts in all type of
the judicial hierarchy. 

But apart from all this, judicial review still is a tangible judicial power in
America in the environment of pragmatic implementation of separation
of power. 

Conclusion 

This study deals with the Ex-Post (Retrospective) descriptive analysis of
the  judicial  policies  with  respect  to  judicial  review of  administrative
action  in  the  context  of  public  Policyxix.  It  deals  with  the  judicial
business  of  four  different  following  countries  in  the  common  law
paradigm, since includes Pakistan, India, United Kingdom and United
State.  Framework and salient features of these policies elaborated in this
chapter.  Vision  of  judicial  policy  of  Pakistan  is  “zero  tolerance  for
corruption”.  Indian  judicial  policy  based  on  pro-active  approach  and
promising the sustainable good governance in the country, the aim of the
Indian judicial policy is to transform government into and efficient and
responsible litigants. Then it deals with the guide to judicial conduct and
UKSC business plan, its mission is to deliver effective administration of
Justice  and to  sustain  the  rule  of  law,  its  strategic  objectives  are  to
maintain and increase the confidence and independence of the justices.
Lastly  it  deals  with  the  outline  of  U.S  judicial  system.  The  goal  of
American  judicial  policy  is  “equal  justice  under  law”  and  the  main
objective of the judicial institution is to bring the utilitarian reforms in
the  pluralistic  American  society.  The  descriptive  analysis  of  judicial
policies of the four different countries with respect of judicial review
indicates the following result. Therefore the U.S. judiciary and judicial
system  is  relatively  more  compatible,  effective  and  efficient  for  the
public  interest  litigation  as  well  as  judicial  review  of  administrative
actions.  
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